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If you havent downloaded any BMW navigation DVD update, or cant figure out what to download, the
code is F4B. Since all of the maps were originally designed for iDrive navigation systems and wouldnt
work on the CCC, you need to get the proper BMW navigation DVD updated. If you were using the
BMW navigation DVD on your car before, you will need to update your older DVD to the latest or you
will need to create a new one from scratch. If you do not know what FSC code you have, then you
will need to use it to navigate to https://www.bmw.com/navupdate-map-store/access/fsc-code.aspx
and enter your Vehicle identification number which you will need to be sent to your email address.
Once you have registered you will receive your FSC code and you can enter it into your BMW
navigation DVD update. If you want to create your own BMW navigation DVD update you will need to
use the BMW iDrive update screen, and scroll down on the left side of the screen to find the areas
where you can enter your own FSC code. Depending on which BMW you have, you will be able to
select your e60 or your e65 car. If you are downloading the complete BMW navigation DVD update
then you will enter the FSC Code, but if you are only going to make an OEM DVD update then you
will go into the map manufacturer screen and follow the instructions until you are at the point where
you can enter your own FSC code. Its recommended to have at least three or four roms on your
navigation DVD to make sure that all of the maps you need are installed. Just like how you dont want
to purchase a new car and then realize that you dont have a spare tire, it is also important to have a
spare navigation DVD installed in case something goes wrong when installing a new BMW navigation
DVD on your vehicle.
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The best part of BMW GPS navigation is that it works with your smartphone. Once you have
downloaded the free app, open it and go to the "My BMW" menu. Then click on "Location Services"
and turn it on. When you return to your phone, the BMW app will automatically detect your car and
connect to it. It now has your location and will now be able to send you alerts, reminders and even
direct you. When you are driving, you can drag the BMW app on the home screen and it will show

you the location of the car. BMW Professional CCC Navi DVD is also compatible with NAVIGON v.7.5
or later. It has a set of routes that are updated on a regular basis. The default route is not coming

with the new version, however on the existing BMW Professional CiC Navigation Disc there are
compatible route cdroms. Almost at the bottom, on the right side there is an icon that says "Online
Update". You can use the Bluetooth adapter or the USB cable. With the USB cable you will see your
BMW Professional CCC Navigation Disc CD, which is not filled with data but empty. Now download
the latest BMW Professional CCC Navigation Disc ISO from your PC. Make sure you have a blank
DVD. The CiC navigation map page also has been redesigned. It keeps things pretty clean and

straightforward, with all the important information at the top where it needs to be. On top of that, it's
easier to navigate and makes it less likely you'll get lost or turned around. However, as a new, free
navigation system, there isn't a lot of content built into the software. You'll have to use the tools

available in the menu to access maps, traffic information, and a few other shortcuts for drivers. Take
your time to figure out how to navigate the controls and you'll be up and running in no time.
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